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sPHENIX Central Barrel
https://github.com/sPHENIX-Collaboration/macros

Proposal ECCE simulation
https://github.com/ECCE-EIC/macros
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https://github.com/sPHENIX-Collaboration/macros
https://github.com/ECCE-EIC/macros


 Parameter file / calibration DB / alignment input for geometry data set [e.g. xml]
 ROOT CLING macro for user parameter passing and parameter processing [e.g.

macro]
 Input to C++ compiled module to construct geometry in G4 directly in G4 shapes, 

EM field, optical, [e.g. PHG4OuterHcalDetector]
 C++ compiled module for stepping action to export detector specific information 

(e.g. light production model, ionizing energy, truth info)
 Geometry parameter set saved on DST, used consistently from event gen->sim-> 

digitization -> reconstruction stages. E.g. beam settings
 Optional G4->TGeo export of selected vol for reconstruction use [ref]: 
◦ e.g. full tracker geometry is exported while we don’t need to export the 22M scintillation 

fiber in EMCal blocks. 
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https://github.com/ECCE-EIC/calibrations/blob/main/CEMC/PositionRecalibration_EMCal_9deg_tilt/cemc_ecore_recalib_geoparams-0-0-4294967295-1532091569.xml
https://github.com/ECCE-EIC/macros/blob/master/common/G4_mRwell_EIC.C
https://ecce-eic.github.io/doxygen/df/d74/classPHG4OuterHcalDetector.html#af5f24ef57e447740fb1fcba1d09c1b71
https://ecce-eic.github.io/doxygen/d0/d78/classPHG4Reco.html#a4b5ed2f9900c83c39c5965f2abb9fa22


 Con: G4 geometry visual rendering is complicated. Portability require an GDML 
export (usually followed by TGeoImport) 

 Con: beyond changing macro parameters, detailed detector setup requires some
understanding of G4 and C++1x

 Pro: Use all possible G4 shapes > TGeo shapes
◦ E.g. Detector-1 Barrel Hcal absorber fins are described as G4 extruded vol. [ref], which is a 

super set of TGeo TGeoXtru ; e.g.2 Parameterized vol. used in ECCE FLHCAL

 Pro: direct control over customized interaction with G4, without need to 
maintain/negotiate changes to upstream framework/package

 Pro: avoids numerical error associated with string representation of numbers. 
Bitwise reproducible and avoids numerical error induced overlap in G4 

 Pro: in simulation jobs, only need one copy of geometry in memory
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https://ecce-eic.github.io/doxygen/d0/dc3/PHG4OuterHcalDetector_8cc_source.html#l00341
https://root.cern/doc/master/classTGeoXtru.html


 Not a problem for 
geometry/optical imports of 
GDML->G4

 However, special digitization 
needs (e.g. light collection 
model, charge diffusion model) 
to properly simulate a detector is 
not easily transportable
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Run ATHENA dRICH import with this macro 
https://ecce-eic.github.io/doxygen/d5/d21/Fun4All__G4__dRICHImport_8C_source.html

https://ecce-eic.github.io/doxygen/d5/d21/Fun4All__G4__dRICHImport_8C_source.html


 Quite a few tools for mechanical model -> GDML -> G4 import as parts, e.g. [ref].

 Nonetheless, a caution on over relying of direct imports:
◦ Beyond CD2-3, mechanical model quickly become realistic and complex
◦ Direct import of mechanical model can induce unsustainable complexity in simulation and unnecessary 

simulation load. e.g. it take thousands tessellation surface just to describe a screw hole

 Solution usually require significant simplified special mechanical model or G4 modeling of 
simplified structure. E.g. https://github.com/sPHENIX-Collaboration/coresoftware/pull/915
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Example CD3 level of gas tracker readout mechanical model (sPHENIX TPC), direct implementation with simplification in G4 

https://github.com/sPHENIX-Collaboration/macros/pull/233
https://github.com/sPHENIX-Collaboration/coresoftware/pull/915


 A special feature of the detector-1 Barrel HCal absorber is also the return of a large field
 This leads to alternating strong/weak field in absorber/scintillator that coincide with sampling 

structure
 Mapping pre-calculated field precisely to simulation structure is not practical
 Require special field manager reassign field to absorber/scintillator, with consistent geometry 

parameter input [Ref: PHG4OuterHcalFieldSetup ]
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Field map: https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic-project-
detector/index.php/Experimental_Solenoid

5-GeV pion shower in Detector-1 barrel HCal

https://ecce-eic.github.io/doxygen/d6/dcd/classPHG4OuterHcalFieldSetup.html
https://wiki.bnl.gov/eic-project-detector/index.php/Experimental_Solenoid


Many detector require special 
digitization information from stepping 
action, e.g.
 Calorimeters require light production

model, scintillation light (Birk law) or 
Cherenkov light (directional light 
collection eff.), Light transport model, 
e.g. Hcal tile light collection map

 MAPS silicon tracker/gas tracker 
require sophisticated charge diffusion 
model 

 Various detector require different 
truth information tagged. E.g. DIRC 
need #reflection, tracker need local 
px/py/pz
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sPHENIX Test beam, IEEE TNS, arXiv:1704.01461v1

https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01461v1


 Simulation digitization output require to provide sufficient information for 
high level truth tracing: answer questions e.g.
◦ What is visible sampling fraction of Hcal?

◦ Is a reco jet a merge of two truth jet?

◦ How many cluster on a track is fake hits? 

 It is a large infrastructure service code for both truth info storage and code 
to navigate truth history
◦ E.g. Jet->tower->G4 hits->G4 particle->Event gen record->truth jets

 Part of infrastructure many established framework, e.g. Fun4All, Gaudi; 
but hard to do it outside framework or jump between frameworks.
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1. The geometry information should be the same in both simulation and reconstruction: sure, tagged 
onto DST with event data

2. Fast simulation systems should, as much as possible, be able to use the common exchange format:
sure, just use geometry data tagged onto DST too

3. The geometry system should allow to include misalignment and more general condition data: via 
parameter DB

4. Geometry description format should be independent of a specific software technology : For GDML 
imports

5. Geometry description should be modular.: supported via subsystem macros
6. Geometry description should allow to specify logical information (sensitivity, B-Fields) in addition to the 

solids, material and placements. In particular, sensitivity is recognized as a critical issue. .: direct supported 
via G4

7. It should be possible to make the geometry description persistent. : sure, automatic GDML/Tgeo
export + DST storage for consistent use in reco.

8. Hits output files produced in a simulation job should be as much as possible self-describing, in particular it
should be possible to locate hits in space: hit format is self descriptive and flexible [PHG4Hit ]. Easy to 
dump into Ttree [ref] to be readback by e.g. UpROOT

9. It should be possible to change sensitivity attributes without changing other static aspects of the 
geometry : simple flip of flag on macro

10. Geometry exchange format should allow clients to use a subset of the features clearly stating which 
are the optional ones. : True for GDML imports/exports

11. Support for import from CAD should be included. : sure, used in e.g. [ref].

12. Geometry information should have support for versioning, : Sure, + binary reproducible in ECCE prod.
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https://ecce-eic.github.io/doxygen/d3/d9e/classPHG4Hit.html#a6a39d9b0956e029bba51d40788fe63bd
https://ecce-eic.github.io/doxygen/d0/d9a/G4__DSTReader__EICDetector_8C_source.html#l00034
https://github.com/sPHENIX-Collaboration/macros/pull/233

